BLR Chapter Monthly Report – October 2021

**Volunteer Management Team**
1) **138 volunteers** were involved in teaching **1730 govt school students** in various topics like Spoken English, NMMS, Academics and Basic Math
2) **15 volunteers** participated in various plantation drives, school painting and spot fixing activities
3) **66 new volunteers were oriented** on YFS activities and projects
4) **100 street vendors** were **vaccinated**, where 7 volunteers supported in conducting the drive

**Education**
1) **NMMS training** for teachers in South – 1,2,3 and Anekal block
2) Supported for **EKYC** and students details in NSP for the Education Department
3) NMMS virtual Weekend class started – **300+ students** are benefiting
Corporate Volunteering

1) 53 Salesforce volunteers and 5 Bank of America volunteers worked on Aalamban Need Assessment.
2) 10 TATA Rallis volunteers visited GHS Hennagara and conducted enrichment session for 8th std students.
3) 7 Goldman Sachs Volunteers conducted Employability Readiness Session for 50 College students.
4) 2 VDCB sessions conducted for Danske IT volunteers
5) 17 HP volunteers are mentoring 25 students.
6) 2 counselling cases assigned to Counsellors.

College Relations

1) 224 Credit Volunteers/Interns were engaged in the month of October 2021
2) Vidya Chetana Scholars Development Program- Adya-Kaushal 21st Century Skills Initiative, Social and Cross Culture, Flexibility and Adaptability and Leadership Workshops were held.
3) Peer Buddy Volunteers Invited, Instilled confidence and supported scholars with pre and post workshop assignments.
4) 93 Students from IFIM engaged in 25 Government schools, Conducting NMMS, Civic Awareness and Spoken English training
5) 12 College Students Volunteers from YFS engaged in Clean India campaign by Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan at Yeshwanthpur Railway Station.
DFS – Telemedicine – Project

1) **Field trail** at HD Kote & Hunsur Taluk
2) Completed – **100 Medical kit distribution** in all three Division (Mysuru, Sirasi & Kalburgi)
3) **Trained 80 Arogya mitra worker** on Telemedicine app usage at Sirasi & Kalburgi division
4) Planning to **pilot Telemedicine project in 10 villages at Dharwad** dist. – Background work & Planning in progress.

Vidya Chetana:

1) Aalamban :
   - **1086 eligible school students’** data sent to Sewa International
   - 93 higher education students’ payments completed
2) Vidya Chetana
   - 380 payments completed
   - Private students - **14 payments** completed
3) Patriotic Visit:
   - **85 Prof MG Gadad VC students** visited Karnataka Khadhi Gramodyoga Sangha Bengeri, where our national flag is manufactured on 19/10/2021
   - **22 VC students** participated with full enthusiasm and understood the diverse outlook of our Military history at Military Memorial on 24/10/2021
4) Aadya Kushal - **3 workshops** completed on
   - Social and cross-cultural interaction
   - Flexibility & Adaptability
   - Leadership
5) **Education** support for specially-abled **2 students**
Corporate Projects

- 6 schools - Navodaya, NMMS and NTSE is coaching going on
- Health and Hygiene Sessions in 3 Aegus Schools
- EEE Program completed at 25 Schools

- Two OT lights and two Cautery machines are expected to be installed in this week

- 1240 sapling plantation by LSEG at Sirsi, planning done for maintenance
- Hasru Payana and other events conducted at Hubli, Bellavi, Mysore, Vijayapura and Sirsi

- Sewing machine center & Food processing units were inaugurated Davanagere and Dharwad dist, customer has been identified at one location.

Partner NGO Events

1) 1 Ngo supported with groceries by a volunteer.
2) A govt school supported with Desks and benches by a volunteer.
3) 2 Orphanage children supported with new clothes for Deepavali in co-ordination with Sewa International.
4) 1 Volunteer connection for Awake Foundation for teaching Spoken English to Visually challenged.
5) Change Makers Series launched to showcase individuals’ contribution towards societal change.

Upcoming Volunteering Opportunities:-
- Support Govt School Students in NMMS Scholarship Application Process
- Teaching Spoken English or NMMS at a Govt School near your home.
Kindly get in touch with your respective coordinator to get connected with the opportunities.